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ARIZONA VORTEX KIT

ITEM # COLOR NFPA RATING 3 SIGMA MBS WEIGHT

727300 Blue/Orange/Brite General Use 36 kN (8,093 lbf) 43 kg (70 lb)

The Arizona Vortex Kit delivers a versatile tripod, bipod, and monopod in one all-
inclusive package. Refined through years of development in the rugged highlands 
of northern Arizona, the Vortex Kit offers a combination of adaptability, ease of 
use, and rapid deployment that no other multi-pod can match.

FEATURES
• The Vortex provides an artificial high directional in virtually any urban, 

industrial, or wilderness application.

• Vortex bag set is now configured with a RigTech Pack™ and 2 redesigned Leg 
Bags to allow for single person transport.

• The precision-machined two-piece head can be rigged as a standard tripod, 
an A-frame, a gin pole, and many other configurations.

• Easily adjustable leg lengths and an articulating third leg allow the Vortex 
head to be positioned closer to an edge than a conventional tripod.

•  Pulleys can be connected directly to the head, eliminating loss of clearance 
when working with high lines and tracking line offsets.

• Multiple attachment points on the head are useful for rope access applications 
where several lines may be needed over the edge.

• Both Raptor (pointed) and Flat (gimbaled ball and socket) foot sets are 
included to allow secure setup on any terrain and application.

• The Arizona Vortex’s hinged, articulating head allows the third leg to move 
independently of the other two, vastly increasing its versatility as a high 
directional anchor.

• Two foot sets (3 in each set) are provided in the Arizona Vortex Kit. Pointed 
“Raptor” feet allow setup in rough or rocky terrain. Gimbaled ball and socket 
“Flat” feet are intended for use in urban or industrial environments.

KIT INCLUDES

Tripod

Bipod

Monopod

• 2-Piece Head Set

• Head Set Pulley Wheel

• Quick Pins for Head (4)

• Inner Legs (3)

• Outer Legs (7)

• Quick Pins for Legs/Feet (17)

• Flat (Omni) Feet (3)

• Raptor (Claw) Feet (3)

• Orange Quick Pin Flags (21)

• Adjustable Hobble Straps (3) 

• 12 m (40ft) 8 mm Tether Cord

• User Manual

• Vortex Bag System:
•  RigTech PackTM (1)

• Leg Bags with Shoulder Straps (2)

• Sleeves for Foot Sets (2)

•  Storage bag for Quick Pins


